Volvik
Golf Ball & Gear
Product Line
With over 40 years of golf ball production, Volvik has led the way with unparalleled innovation. Volvik is dedicated to the production of specialized 3- and 4-piece multi-layer high performance golf balls for players of every skill set, featuring 58 worldwide patents. Volvik’s patented SF matte coating has led to the development of Vivid, the world’s first matte finish golf ball.

Volvik continues to expand its product line with the 2020 introductions of Vivid XT Soft, SOLICE and the next generation of Vivid. Volvik’s product line portfolio includes multi-layer urethane and ionomer cover products in glossy and matte finishes. In addition, the Tour S3 and S4 urethane products have been in use on the world’s professional tours since 2012. Players using Volvik golf balls have earned millions of dollars in prize money with multiple victories.
HIGH PERFORMANCE URETHANE GOLF BALLS

TOUR S4

- Maximum Distance for swing speeds 105+ mph.
- High Launch, Low Driver Spin.
- 4 Piece Oversized BISMUTH Mixed Core Construction.
- Patented VU-X Urethane Cover.
- MAP: $49.99

TOUR S3

- Maximum Distance for swing speeds 95-105 mph.
- Mid Launch, Low Driver Spin.
- 3 Piece Oversized BISMUTH Mixed Core Construction.
- Patented VU-X Urethane Cover.
- MAP: $49.99

XT SOFT

- Maximum Distance for swing speeds below 95 mph.
- Cube Octahedron Dimple Design provides Flight Stability.
- VU-X Urethane Cover maximizes Feel & Shot Shaping Control.
- Volvik Alignment Tracking System (ATS)
- MAP: $37.99
SOLICE

- High launch, low spin creates more distance.
- Improved greenside control with consistent spin.
- High Gloss Metallic Coating increases visibility & durability.
- Power Core provides flight consistency and exceptional distance.
- MAP: $37.99 / Half Pack: $19.99 (Orange/Pink and White/Blue)

XT AMT

- Enhanced Distance and More Accurate Ball Flight.
- 3PC Ionomer Cover, 90 Compression for fast swing speeds.
- Visual driver & putting accuracy with 360° Alignment System.
- Patented Dimple Design provides Improved Flight Stability.
- MAP: $34.99

VIVID

- Low Driver Spin, High Launch and More Distance.
- Patented Matte Finish and Vibrant Colors.
- 3PC Ionomer Cover, 75 Compression for all types of players.
- Increased Visibility in Flight and on the Ground.
- MAP: $32.99

VIVID - VITTLES PROGRAM

- 12 Dozen Pre-Mixed VIVID per Bulk Carton.
- 8 VIVID Colors.
- 24 Dozen Order Includes FREE Acrylic Counter Unit.
- MAP: $2.99/Ball
**MAGMA**

- USGA Non-Conforming Golf Ball
- Volvik High Energy Dual-Core delivers Explosive Distance.
- Reduced Diameter minimizes Aerodynamic Drag.
- High Trajectory Dimples create Longer Distance.
- MAP: $29.99

---

**CRYSTAL**

- Extremely bright in multiple super glossy colors.
- Stable and consistent flight.
- Longer distance for slower swing speeds.
- Consistent and accurate green control.
- MAP: $27.99

---

**VIMAX SOFT**

- High Energy Soft Core w/ Soft Feel & Fast Initial Ball Speed.
- Superior Driver Distance with a Low Spin and High Launch.
- Improved Focus with Super Visibility Matte Colors.
- Patented Dimple Design provides Excellent Flight Stability.
- MAP: $19.99

---

**POWER SOFT**

- Oversized Power Core Provides Explosive Ball Speed.
- Outstanding Driver Performance.
- Super Soft Ionomer Cover for Greenside Control.
- Excellent Visibility in FIVE Glossy Color Options.
- MAP: $17.99
Marvel 4-Ball Pack  MAP: $15.99

Iron Man

Captain America

Black Panther

Spiderman

Hulk

Thor

Marvel Counter Unit

- Each Display contains 6 packs of 3 Avenger Characters, total 18 Packs.
Marvel 4-Ball Gift Set  MAP: $24.99

- Captain America
- Black Widow
- Iron Man
- Black Panther
- Spider-Man
- Hulk
- Thor
Marvel Assorted 5-Ball Pack  MAP $21.99

Marvel Vivid Bulk Program
- The Hulk, Spider Man, Ironman, Thor, Black Panther & Captain America
- 12 DZ Per Carton/Per Character
- MAP: $3.99/Ball
- FREE Counter Unit w/24 Dz. Order

Marvel Display
- FREE Display Unit w/60 Dz. Order
- 57”x24”x15”

Marvel Bulk Display
- FREE Display Unit w/96 Dz. Order
- 32”x21”x21”

Marvel Countertop
- FREE Display Unit w/18 set Order
- Replaceable Header Graphic
Lucky Pack  MAP: $19.99

USA Pack   MAP: $24.99
STATE & CITY PACK

MAP: $24.99

AZ

CA

CO

FL

HI

MD

SC

TX

Chicago

LA
Available on all VOLVIK SKU’s

Logo:
– $25 One-Time Set Up Charge for New Logos
– 12 Dozen Minimum Order, 2 Dozen Per Color
– < 36 Dozen = $3.00 per dozen application charge
– > 36 Dozen = $1.50 per dozen application charge
– 10+ Business Days Turnaround from Logo Approval

Personalization:
– 5+ Business Days Turnaround
– 3 Lines / Myriad Pro - Font Style / 6-12 Font Size
– Lines 1 & 3 = 12 Characters & Spaces/ Line 2 = 15
– Black or White Ink Color Options
– $2.00 per dozen application charge
– Minimum One Dozen Per Ball Color
Custom Packaging Capability

- Custom 4 Ball Pack Only: 100 min. order
- Custom 4 Ball Pack with Hat Clip: 100 min. order
- Custom 6 Ball Pack with Hat Clip: 500 min. order
- Custom 12 Ball Dozen Only: 500 min. order

- Hi Res Artwork required in jpg, ai, eps for quality artwork reproduction.
- Packs include logoed Golf Balls, Ball Marker and Custom Lid and Sleeves.
- 6 to 8 weeks Turnaround from Artwork Approval

Please contact your local sales rep or info@volvik.com
Golf Glove $14.99

- Red
- Blue
- Green
- Yellow
- Pink
- Orange
- Purple
- Mint

Sunglasses

- Just Call Me Matte
  MAP: Polarized $89.99 / HD $69.99

- Vibe
  MAP: Polarized $79.99 / HD $59.99

- Viper
  MAP: Polarized $79.99 / HD $59.99
Marvel Umbrellas $69.99

Italian Leather Belts $59.99

Black  Grey  White
Orange  Blue  Brown

Golf Head Gear

Tour Hat $27.99

Floral $27.99

Snapback $27.99

Logo Hat $19.99